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Report on RTF in Asia Pacific 2014
Held in Bangkok, Thailand
APRW * JASPARC * APAC

APRW JASPARC 2014

March 28 – April 2, 2014

Bangkok, Thailand

1. Hosting NA: CISV Thailand
2. RTF Organizer:
Mrs. Kuntala Santiprapop
President, CISV Thailand
Mr. Jiro Tangkijngamwong
NA Representative, CISV Thailand
3. Location:
Hi Residence Hotel
649/1-176 Asok Dindaeng Road
Dindaeng, Ratchadaphisek
Bangkok, Thailand 10400
4. Dates: March 28 to April 2, 2014
5. AP Regional Chair: Tom Adarme
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166 Participants

FIVE (5) RTF TRAININGS

Train The Trainors (TTT)—2 Trainers and 20 Participants

Trainers: Alvin Parreno (PHI) and Novi Safitri (INA)

IPP Training—2 Trainer and 14 Participants

Trainer: Juliana Buritica (COL) and Mariana Villanueva (PHI)
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Mosaic Training—2 Trainer and 8 Participants

Trainer: Ritima Andantina (INA) and Marx Louie De La Rosa (PHI)

Risk Management Training: 2 Trainers and 19 Participants

Trainers: David Lister (GBR) and Maggs Cabato (PHI)
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Introduction to CISV: 2 Trainers and 23 Participants

Trainers: Mark Flores (PHI) and Celine Tanjuatco (PHI)

TWO (2) RTF CONFERENCES
The Junior Asia Pacific Regional Conference (JASPARC)—4 Trainers
and 43 Participants

Trainers: IJR—Anjo Peez Zvetina (GER); APJB Team—Sofia Gomez (PHI); Samantha
Lim (PHI); Kevin Chiandra (INA); Ciaran Cook (NZL)
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The Asia Pacific Annual Conference (APAC)—24 Participants

Regional Coordinator, now Regional Chair: Tom Adarme (PHI)

The APJB Team 2014-2015

From left: Newly elected APJB Team members Ciaran Cook (NZL) & Kevin Chandra
(INA), Senior APJB Team member Sam Lim (PHI), Tom Adarme ReCo, Senior APJB
Team member Sofia Gomez (PHI). At right: outgoing APJB Team member Rowan
Presland (NZL).

7. Common Sessions:

JB Review
Facilitators
APJB Team / IJR
Diversity
Facilitators
David Suggett (GBR)
Bebbe Hron (SWE)
CISV Today
Facilitators
John Gayoso (PHI) / GoBo
Luis Javier Akle (MEX) / GoBo
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8. Breakdown of Participants:

Total
APRW
JASPARC
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9. Participating Countries:
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166 participants from 17 countries
joined our RTF as shown below:
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RTF Report Prepared by:

Tom Adarme
Asia Pacific Regional Chair
14 December 2014

Conference & Events Regional
Delivery Team:

Rupa Kothari
Regional Coordinator—Asia
Pacific

Joan Young Tiu
Alternate Regional Coordinator—
Asia Pacific
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9 December 2014
Board of Directors
PACE Foundation
Dear Honorable Members,
Warm Greetings!
In behalf of CISV Bacolod, thank you very much for the grant that you had given to assist us in
our Mosaic project. In this report, we have included:
x The highlights of the camp
x A Youtube link to the camp video
x Newspaper Clippings and
x The Financial Report

SUNTOWN CAMP 8: “Chasing Dreams”
M-2014-064
October 25-29, 2014
CICM Maryshore, Talisay City, Negros Occidental

CISV Bacolod Chapter/ Philippines
successfully staged the 8th edition of
the annual Suntown Camp since its
inception in 2007.
This year’s camp theme is dubbed as
“Chasing Dreams” which is aimed to
inspire both campers and volunteers to
continue dreaming and be hopeful of
the future.
It was participated by 25 campers with
life threatening illnesses aged 9 to 17 years old. Joining them were 5 camp staff,
13 camp leaders - 3 of whom came from CISV Japan, and 54 adult volunteers
from different partner organizations who prepared unique activ ities for the
children.

The camp showcases the genuine concern of the community to these children.
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HEALTH SCREENING

In partnership with the Philippine Pediatric
Society (PPS) Negros Occidental – Western
Visayas Chapter and Chicken House
Restaurant, a thorough health screening
was conducted to ensure that the children
are fit to join the camp and that their
medications,
dietary
and
physical
precautions are properly endorsed to the camp staff.

WELCOME PROGRAM

Every year, the Welcome Program drumbeats the start of camp and it sets the tone of
the days to come. This time, the staff, leaders and volunteers prepared an interpretative
dance number that showcased American Indian traditional music. The adults wore
American Indian headdress which were later on given to the children. The children
designed the headdresses and which served as their name tags.
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JAPANESE TANABATA FESTIVAL AT SUNTOWN
Tanabata, also known as the "star festival", takes place on the 7th day of the 7th month
of the year in Japan. One popular Tanabata custom is to write one's wishes on a piece
of paper, and hang that piece of paper on a specially erected bamboo tree, in the
hope that the wishes become true.
The volunteers from CISV Japan recreated the Tanabata Festival for the campers to
experience!

ZUMBA DANCE EXERCISE

Volunteers came to introduce Zumba as a fun
way to exercise. They explained to the children
about the physical, mental and emotional
benefits of finding time to exercise for both
children and adults.
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COOPERATION and TRUST ACTIVITIES
These activities were created by the leaders to
emphasize participation, challenge, and fun in a
trusting atmosphere. The activities are also aimed to
express the children’s creativity and critical thinking
that will allow them to discover their untapped
abilities.

MAKING DREAMCATCHERS

Making dream catchers is one of the camp
highlights. It is a Native American tradition that is
intended to protect the sleeping individual from
negative dreams, while letting positive dreams
through. The positive dreams slip through the hole at
the center of the dream catcher and glide down
the feathers to the sleeping person below. The
negative dreams get caught up in the web, and
expire when the first rays of the sun strike them,
according to the legend.
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What makes this activity even more
special is that the volunteers took some
time to learn how to make dream
catchers before the camp started so
that they would be the ones to
personally teach the children.
The exercise was also geared towards helping the
children think positive and to never give up on
chasing big dreams.

COOK-OFF
Another highlight of this year’s camp is the
Cook-Off! This activity was a result of previous
activities wherein the children expressed their
desire to learn how to cook.
Inspired by the children’s eagerness to learn
how to prepare their “dream meals”, the
volunteers dressed as chefs and were each
assigned to a group of children who shared a
similar favourite dish:
x

Stir-fried noodles

x

Pizza

x

Chicken Potato Salad

x

Pasta Alfredo

x

Cheese Pimiento Sandwich
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The meals they prepared were served for dinner.
Both volunteers and campers had the chance
to taste each group’s food.

DREAM HIGH

The campers were asked what their
greatest dream (ambition) is. Quite a
number said they want to be teachers
in the future. Surprisingly there were
some who had more bigger dreams.
One wants to be a fashion designer.
Another wants to be an engineer. A
kid even wants to be an Oncologist.
She said she wants to find a cure for
cancer because she does not want
anyone to be unhappy anymore. One
camper dreams to be the president of
theIIPhilippines!
They were given 15 minutes to prepare a skit about their ambitions. It took longer than
that for the "board of judges" to come up with a winner. It was hard because they were
all very passionate and funny with their role play.
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THE GREAT POWWOW!
The Great Powwow during the camp’s last night
gathered all the volunteers and campers together. The
volunteers were dressed as cowboys and the children as
American Indians. Teepees were set up to transport the
children into an American Indian community.
Everyone danced and feasted around a bonfire.
The event sealed the learning and the bond bet ween
each one who was present.

A powwow is a specific type of event for Native
American/First Nations people to meet and dance, sing,
socialize, and honor Native American/First Nations
culture.
Upon the signal of the “Chieftain”, “Wish Ribbons” were
tied between an adult volunteer and a camper. As the
ribbon is tied, a wish was made for each other.

It is amusing to note that both volunteers and campers surprised
one another with musical numbers.
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OPEN DAY
The Open Day Program marks the end of
camp. The campers’ parents and
guardians were invited to attend for them
to witness what the children had been
doing for the past 5 days.
A camp video was shown to highlight the
children’s experiences in camp.
A song and dance number was presented
by the campers to pay tribute to the
volunteers who spent time with them.

A
leader
and
a
camper spoke about
the
learnings
they
gained in camp. They
also shared the events
in camp that they
consider
most
memorable.
Also, Loot Bags that
contained
practical
and useful stuff were
given to the children
for them to take home.
At the end of the
program,
everyone
formed a big circle for
community singing…
forward
Looking
SUNTOWN CAMP 9!
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to

CAMP VIDEO:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z0FgFpDNvNU

NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS
The Visayan Daily Star
October 29, 2014 Issue
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Sun Star Bacolod
October 30, 2014 Issue
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CISV JAPAN ̾ CISV VIETNAM
TEAMWORK OF EAST ASIA ( TEA )

IN WELLSPRING INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
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CISV Japan – CISV Vietnam
Teamwork of East Asia (TEA)
At Wellspring International School
Hanoi, Vietnam
14th February, 2015 – 17th February, 2015

Staffs

From left to right: Marisa (Coordinator, CISV Japan), Shiroshi (CISV Japan), Tung
(CISV Vietnam), My (CISV Vietnam), Kanami (CISV Japan), Tomoya (CISV Japan),
Cucai (CISV Vietnam) and Quang (Coordinator, CISV Vietnam)

Description of the Programme
We had it in Vietnam this year and It was the very first time for CISV Vietnam to get
involved. TEA stands for Teamwork of East Asia and focuses on Eastern Asian
neighborhood within Junior Branch. By trainings and cooperation, we explore CISV’s
educational content that inspires us to be actively involved there.
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Participants
Since this is a programme from Junior Branch, anyone who is over 16 and under 25
could come. The camp had qualified 34 participants from the 2 countries.
14th (Sat): Arrival, settle-in, icebreaking. Site tour and get to know each other. Knowing
what’s TEA. Welcome to TEA 2015

15th (Sun): Theme based activities (Trade game, film time, about planning group, about
Orient, national night)

16th (Mon): Theme based activities (Planning group activities, about self-conflicts)
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17th (Tue): Evaluation/ Packing/ Camp photo/ Departure

Conclusion
This TEA was a great success in all aspects as always. The participants gain the
opportunity to challenge themselves to something new and experience a new but sort of
similar culture. It was the first time for some participants to join a CISV international
programme but they learnt to get along with the others from a different contry, express
how they felt or thought in a serious discussion even though they could not speak
English that well and more. Like this, it benefited them very much indeed and we have
seen them grow throughout the 4 days. They said they massively enjoyed this TEA and
many of them were motivated to be involved in the next one as well, so it would be
viable as many people hope.
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CISV JAPAN – CISV MYANMAR

INTERNATIONAL PEOPLE’S PROJECT
IN PARTNERSHIP WITH KHAYAY PRESCHOOL
DEVELOPMENT CENTER (KPDC)

OVERCOMING BOUNDARIES

DECEMBER 21st, 2014 – JANUARY 3rd, 2015
YANGON, MYANMAR
COMPILED BY ERINA IWASAKI
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MESSAGE FROM CISV MYANMAR
My name is Hitomi Iwasaki. I am currently the CISV Myanmar’s
National Representative. I am also a former CISVer from Japan
and went to the Village program at the age of 11 to the
Philippines. This experience has impacted my life greatly and
allowed me to live abroad since the age of 26 together with my
husband who worked for the United Nations.
In 1995, my family and I moved to Myanmar for my husband’s
work as Country Director for UNODC. My husband and I
decided to make it our home and we are now celebrating our 20th year in Myanmar. During
the past 20 years, I have never dreamt that it would be possible to have a CISV chapter here.
However, I serendipitously encountered a Myanmar person who came to talk to me about
CISV, to my great surprise. This is how I ended meeting Mrs. Junko Imanishi again. She
happened to be the promoter for CISV Myanmar.
This story started 5 years ago and since, CISV Myanmar has become a Promotional
Association. Although CISV Myanmar is still at its beginnings, thanks to the support of
CISV Japan, we could successfully implement an IPP at the end of last year.
There is not a lot of international media coverage regarding the ethnic issues affecting
Myanmar but it is one major problem that makes the unification of this country hard. With
over 135 ethnic groups and a complex history, the country needs peaceful reconciliation.
However, Myanmar has fortunately a high literacy rate and through the common language of
Myanmar, the Myanmar government is also putting effort in promoting education.
While internal factions and boundaries still exist, many people in Myanmar feel that there is a
wall between them and the foreigners due to the fact that the country has been quite closed
from the international community for a long time. Boundaries also exist towards the world as
well. Taking this reality into account, this is why CISV Myanmar decided to name the IPP
“Overcoming Boundaries.”
The IPP participants and staff explore this theme over the 14 days of camp from 3 different
perspectives, which were: understanding identity, breaking prejudice and community
building. The 15 participants led and ran a kids day camp – which was their hands-on project
– for 5 days with 32 children from different ethnic, social and economic backgrounds.
The children came from the 8 major ethnic groups identified by the Myanmar government
and we targeted 10 to 14 years old. However, some siblings joined and we had a few younger
children aged 7 who participated happily thanks to the participants’ openness, flexibility and
skills. Regardless of their skin color, religion, ethnicity, culture and language, children learnt
that we can make friends beyond those boundaries and experienced the happiness of being
part of a friendship process that only CISV can provide.
This IPP really felt like the first milestone of CISV Myanmar and this could not have
happened with the generous and kind donations from PACE foundation and CISV Japan.
This IPP has so positively impacted the Myanmar people involved that we decided to
transform this IPP into a local Mosaic Project that will run until the end of 2015.
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Although CISV Myanmar is still a new chapter with little resource, especially financially, we
would like to keep the CISV flame alive as long as possible. We greatly believe that CISV’s
approach, philosophy and vision on peace can help melt the different prejudices that exist in
Myanmar and realize a peaceful society from within. On behalf of the CISV Myanmar, I
would like to extend my gratitude to all the donors and supporters who have made this
possible and hope to be engaged with them for future CISV projects.
Sincerely,

Hitomi Iwasaki
CISV Myanmar Representative
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CISV Japan – Myanmar
International People’s Project
Overcoming Boundaries
At the Khayay School
Yangon, Myanmar
December 21, 2014 - January 3rd, 2015
Introducing the IPP camp staff

From left to right: Myo (CISV Myanmar), Swe (CISV Myanmar), Shimamu (CISV Japan
and camp director), Soe (CISV Myanmar), Oo (CISV Myanmar) and Michi (CISV Japan)
Not on the photo: External Staffs (Erina and May)
Description of the Project
This IPP is hosted by CISV Japan in co-operation with CISV Myanmar. This is the first
international program in Myanmar.
In Myanmar, the conflicts among several ethnic groups have been an ongoing challenge for
the development of the country. CISV Myanmar and CISV Japan in partnership with the
Khayay Preschool Development Center (KPDC) decided to host an IPP together to address
this issue.
Also, Myanmar has been gradually opening up to the international community in the recent
years, and Burmese people, especially children, haven’t have had many chances to interact
with foreigners. In this context, this IPP is an opportunity to join local and global
communities. This IPP brings together 11-13 year-old children belonging to the various
ethnic groups, teachers from KPDC, and CISV adult participants to experience CISV
educational activities together.
We believe in learning together with children to accept and celebrate differences and
similarities between people, learn new things and overcome prejudice. We want to be part of
an experience that will allow us all to open our minds, understand each other and overcome
different types of boundaries. Therefore, we would like to think about ethnicity and identity
not as barriers but as valuable differences that contribute to the creation of a diverse
community together.
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The CISV participants are expected to get in contact with Burmese people and feel its culture
and life with their own eyes and ears. They had a wonderful opportunity to experience the
richness of this different culture and community life. We hope that they have taken with them
everything that they have learned through this program and that they will share with their
friends and family about their first-hand impression of Myanmar. Finally, we hope that this
IPP will be a small but precious experience for everybody to become active global citizens
and the first baby steps for CISV Myanmar to grow.
Introducing the Partner Organization
Our Partner organization is Khayay Preschool Development Center (KPDC).
It is a non-profit early childhood education development center, early childhood teachers
training center and preschool, educating children from all backgrounds, with a core
curriculum based on emotional, social, linguistic, cognitive and physical development. In
Myanmar, we do not have the special course for early childhood educators. Therefore, this
organization is committed in letting the society understand about the significance of early
childhood education and provides the appropriate basic educational model for the society. It
has started in 2004 in Yangon. Since 2008, Khayay Preschool Development Center provided
the curriculum to Khayay Preschool International (KPI) and in 2014, KPDC and KPI have
established the Khayay School which is authorized under the Myanmar Education Ministry.
Through education, KPDC has emphasized the diversity and the dignity of every single child.
Overcoming Boundaries
This IPP’s main theme is overcoming boundaries. In order to reach the main goal of
overcoming boundaries, we set three sub-themes: understanding identity, breaking prejudices
and community building. The theme is the connecting link of everything that will happen
during our IPP and that is why all our activities during the program are based on these three
sub-themes.
Participants
The camp had 15 adult participants from 10 different countries: Norway, Denmark, Italy,
Japan, Myanmar, Egypt, Netherlands, Brazil, Hong Kong and New Zealand.
Highlights of this IPP

Hands-on Project: Kid’s Day Camp
This is the part of the program in which CISV adult participants planned and executed
together a practical project. They worked together towards a common cause. The idea of this
IPP was to bring Burmese children together from different backgrounds to experience CISV
activities. This part of the IPP consisted of a five-day Kids’ DAY Camp with 32 children,
aged between 7 and 14. The kids came to the IPP site (KPDC school) from 9:00 am to
4:00 pm. The participants were in charge of planning, organizing and executing these daily
activities.

CISV- Khayay Teachers’ Exchange
IPP participants learnt from the KPDC teachers about working with Burmese children. Since
the teachers understand them well, know education techniques and have the necessary skills
to help us make the best of the five-day Kid’s DAY Camp. With their help the participants
prepared for the children beforehand.
The participants also shared with the teachers CISV’s educational goals and approach to
learning: Attitudes, Skills and Knowledge (ASK) and ‘learning by doing.’ During the early
stages of this IPP, participants also prepared for this exchange of ‘know how.’
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Through this workshop both sides learnt from each other, shared resources and learned from
the different ways of approaches including non-formal and formal education.

Events and Excursions
We have also prepared some short excursions and events for the participants to experience
Burmese culture and get in touch with different agents of the community. These events gave
many viewpoints to understand a little more about Myanmar (the diversity of communities,
everyday life in Yangon, and some of its landscapes and nature). We believe that these events
and excursions were important to explore this IPP’s themes in addition to the hands-on
project with the children and the teacher’s workshop.

Baseball Game:
Baseball has a really short history in Myanmar. Mr. Toru Iwasaki, one of the heads of the PO
introduced baseball for the first time to Myanmar. A former UN officer, he and his family
have worked very hard to establish the national baseball team and develop early childhood
education in Myanmar. He and his family are also fellow CISVers! The participants had an
opportunity to hear the full story directly from the founder of the national baseball team.
Also, two of our staff members are the general secretary and players from the Myanmar
Baseball Federation, so this IPP gave the participants the chance of identifying the ways that
CISV and sports can complement each other. It just happened that the Japanese high school
baseball federation’s selection team would come to Myanmar to play with the Myanmar
team, on December 25. It was a great coincidence, considering this IPP is cohosted by CISV
Japan and CISV Myanmar. We watched the game and prior to the game the participants did a
short CISV activities with the Japanese and Myanmar baseball players. It was a good
opportunity to think about the role of education (sports) in building communities and
friendships, understanding identities and breaking prejudices.

National Race Village:
We visited the National Village, where the houses of various ethnic groups have been built.
The participants could see the similarities and differences among the different groups, about
their daily-life, family life and traditions. The place is spacious, so the participants biked
around the village. This was another way to deepen the understanding of Burmese cultural
diversity.

Pagoda:
Shwedagon Pagoda is the biggest pagoda in Yangon. It is not only a sightseeing spot for
visitors but it is also an important religious place to pray for Burmese people. This excursion
helped the participants understand more about Burmese identity and community building in
Myanmar.

Bogyoke Market:
When we travel abroad, one of the best ways to know about the people’s life is going to a
market. A market is a place where people gather, talk and bargain. At Bogyoke Market the
participants interacted with new people and enjoyed watching a variety of local food and
products they had never seen before. It was a fun experience to end the IPP with and grasp a
little of everyday Yangon life. It also helped the participants understand more about Burmese
identity and community building in Myanmar.

IPP Schedule
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Dec 21 Sun
Dec 22 Mon
Dec 23 Tue
Dec 24 Wed
Dec 25 Thu
Dec 26 Fri
Dec 27 Sat
Dec 28 Sun
Dec 29 Mon
Dec 30 Tue
Dec 31 Wed
Jan 1 Thu
Jan 2 Fri
Jan 3 Sat

Arrival, settle-in. Site tour and get to know each other. Welcome to CISV
Myanmar.
Orientation (expectations, rules, norms, IPP goals, P.O. introduction, Staff
roles presentation, Theme and CISV Ed, Myanmar)
CISV- Teachers’ Workshop/ Excursion (Shwe Dagon Pagoda)
Planning for Kids Day Camp/2 Theme Based Activities
Excursion (Baseball Game and National Race Village)/ Special Dinner
Planning for Kids Day Camp/ 1 Theme Based Activities
Kids Day Camp/ 1 Theme Based Activities
Kids Day Camp/ 1 Theme Based Activities
Kids Day Camp/ 1 Theme Based Activities
Kids Day Camp/ 1 Theme Based Activities
Kids Day Camp/ New Year’s Eve Party/1 Theme Based Activities
Excursion (Bogyoke Market) / 1 Theme Based Activities / Reflection Day
Evaluation/ Packing
Departure

IPP Day by Day with Pictures
DAY 1 – Monday, December 22, 2014 – ORIENTATION DAY
The participants had arrived the day before and shared a first meal together that was prepared
by the excellent kitchen staff of the KPDC. They celebrated one of the participants (Ahmed
from Egypt) birthday together. We also did some getting to know each other activities before
going to bed.
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The next morning, the staff held orientation sessions so that the participants could understand
the IPP goals and indicators, the theme of this IPP, present the partner organization, share the
campsite rules, introduce the schedule and start working on the CISV-PO exchange for the
next day.

DAY 2 – Tuesday, February 22 – WORKSHOP EXCHANGE DAY
The day was spent planning for the CISV- PO teachers’ exchange. The participants planned a
Chinese Masters Introduction to CISV for the Khayay Teachers in the morning. They
facilitated it in the afternoon of the same day while the teachers had also prepared a short
workshop. The day ended with a visit to the Shwedagon pagoda, one of the landmarks of
Yangon.
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DAY 3 – Wednesday, December 24 – PLANNING KIDS DAY CAMP
Tracey from New Zealand and Yuka and Lisa from Japan did their theme-based activities in
the morning and the participants started the planning for the kids day camp. The staff briefed
the participants more on who the kids were and how they were suppose to take in charge the
kids day camp. The participants and staff divided themselves in 5 planning groups, one for
each day of the kids’ day camp. The participants also planned for a short CISV activity to do
with the Japanese and Myanmar baseball players prior to their game the next day.
Unfortunately, there are no pictures of the planning of the day. After the hard work, the
participants and staff celebrated Christmas Eve at a pizzeria nearby the campsite.
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DAY 4 – Thursday, December 25 – EXCURSION DAY (National Races Village and
Baseball Game)
On Christmas day, the participants and staff woke up early, put their camp T-shirt on and
head out for a whole day of excursion. The participants, staff and a few teachers from the PO
went to visit the National Races Village first in the morning and then went to the baseball
field. The participants led a few CISV activities at the baseball field together with the
Japanese high school players and Myanmar baseball players. The IPPers had a wonderful
barbecue in the garden.
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DAY 5 – Friday, December 26 – PLANNING AND PREPARATION FOR KIDS DAY
CAMP
The whole day was dedicated to planning and preparing for the Kids Day Camp and Ahmed
from Egypt did his theme based activity. The participants and staff divided in 5 groups for
each day of the kids day camp. There were a lot of lively discussions going on how to build
the program for the kids.
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DAY 6 – Saturday, December 27 – KIDS DAY CAMP 1
Participants finally met the participating children and got to know each other through name
games, Myanmar games that the teachers had taught them and getting-to-know-each-other
activities. Children were divided into delegations with 2 or 3 adult leaders. In total, there
were 7 groups of 4 to 5 children. Children decided on their team names on the first day while
making their nametags and place mats. The children enjoyed the delicious lunch prepared by
the KPDC kitchen staff and got to know each other and the leaders much better. Each team
had their team station they could go back to when needed.

Team Heroes led by Jorgen and Moe

Team Litifly led by Tracey and Carla

Team Rose led by Ahmed and Bel
Team Winners led by Deb, Alex and Yuka
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Team Paradise led by Thida and Martin

Team Shining Stars led by Laurien and Lisa

Team Dogs led by Ronja and Reb
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DAY 7 – Sunday, December 28 – KIDS DAY CAMP 2
The second day, all 32 children returned to camp. The second planning group in charge led
the day with many more CISV activities. They focused on non-verbal communication and
introduced more about CISV through another Chinese Master that each team had to solve
together. They ended the day with a water game and a theme-based activity from Hong Kong.
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DAY 8 – Monday, December 29 – KIDS DAY CAMP 3
The third day of Kids Day Camp was dedicated to trust building and Moe and Thida from
Myanmar did their theme-based activity. After dinner, Jorgen from Norway had his themebased activity too.
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DAY 9 – Tuesday, December 30 – KIDS DAY CAMP 4
On the fourth day, children had the opportunity to understand what identity is through the
fantasy island activity. They had to create their own island from scratch. Then they did a
treasure hunt where they had to liberate their other leader that was taken away by the ogre
Prejudice. They ended the day with a running game. After the kids left, the IPPers had 2
theme-based activities from Danemark.
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DAY 10 – Wednesday, December 31 – KIDS DAY CAMP 5 (FINAL DAY)
The last day of the Kids Day Camp focused on adjourning, reflecting and making longlasting memories about this camp. Children and leaders wrote letters to themselves that they
will receive back in a year. They managed to find their way out of “Bee-Bap-Boop” which
was a very emotional moment of the camp and learnt how to work together. The children
were deeply transformed by this camp. As a farewell gift, some children had prepared
something to perform to everyone.
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After the Kids Day Camp, the IPPers celebrated New Years Eve with the Partner
Organization and did the countdown to welcome 2015 at the campsite.
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DAY 11 – Thursday, January 1 – REFLECTION DAY/ EXCURSION TO BOGYOKE
MARKET

    "     
  $   " 



   #    "
 !
  

DAY 12&13 – Friday, January 2 and Saturday, January 3 – EVALUATION DAY/
PACKING/ LEAVING
The day was spent evaluating the whole camp and adjourning the camp. All the participants
also contributed in the discussion about the future of CISV Myanmar and left CISV
Myanmar with a handful of great ideas and advice to spread the word about CISV.
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Conclusion
This IPP was a great success in all aspects. The participants gain the opportunity to challenge
themselves to something new and experience a completely new culture. They also could
experience at first-hand the beginnings of CISV Myanmar and contribute to a stronger
community building with the children during the Kids Day Camp. The children also
benefited greatly of this camp as we have seen them grow throughout the 5 days. The
teachers from the partner organization were also positively impacted and they are now
involved with the staff and Myanmar participants of the camp to shape the Kids Day Camp
into a Mosaic project.
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Amidst the political turmoil in Thailand, instead of starting off in July, we started the project
in October when the situation is clear and forced to be peaceful.
1st team meeting and survey: 22 ದ24 October
Due to the pressure of time, we
combined the team meeting and the
survey with a larger team than
anticipated. Instead of 10, we ended up
with 19 people. The venue for the
meeting was the Pine Resort in
Patumthani.
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On the second day, we explored the site and learned more about the community to decide on
which should be the most suitable site for our Mosaic project.
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The third day was used for evaluation. After discussion and careful consideration, we
decided that the most suitable site for our project is Nakhon Pathom.
Between the 1st and 5th of November, we discussed with our partner, OPP. They suggested
some schools in the target area. After these talks, we decided to review the submitted content
based on what we have explored that day.
Our Mosaic is a 4-month long project aiming to develop JBಬs understanding of the
advantage of their social opportunities by comparing their very own life with the local
disadvantaged kids.By learning about someone else's life and ambition, they can
reflect and understand themselvesand their motivation better.We strongly feel that
this development will be the solid foundation for their future contribution to better the
community they live in.

At the first stage,A group of selected JBswereassigned to pair up with the
disadvantaged kids at the same age in some certain poor and undeveloped
communities, or some social welfare organizations.Each of the JBwasrequired to
interview with a selected disadvantaged kidwith a set of questionsandtookphotos
reflecting his/her life.The JBs who completed the interviews hadto
presenttheirworks at CISV Thailandಬs Annual Re-Union Meeting (September 20,
2014) to demonstrate what they have learned by comparison with their own life ದ
their fortunate opportunities.

We questioned our methodologies; will it work within this different environment? We
assigned the task to consult with OPP, our partner. Afterwards, we were recommended a
local occupational school for the underprivileged kids at around the same age as our JBs.
However, we were asked to include a larger number of participants from the school side
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(around 120 students). Additionally, we were asked to assist in language improvement.
Secondly, we were also asked to create an interactive activity for 100 younger
underprivileged kids. After discussing with the team, adjusting to fit the local needs was
acceptable, therefore, our methodologies were changed as follow:
Each of the JBwasrequired to interview with a selected disadvantaged kidwith a set
of questionsandtookphotos reflecting his/her life.The JBs who completed the
interviews hadto presenttheirworks at CISV Thailandಬs Annual Re-Union Meeting
(September 20, 2014) to demonstrate what they have learned by comparison with
their own life ದtheir fortunate opportunities.
Instead of a one-on-one interview session, with 120 underprivileged kids, we created a fullday interactive session for them to practice English and allow them time to share their life
perspective.
The next day, we organized an outreaching activity with the Nakhon Pathom community in
which kids can participate and interact with our JBs so that they (the JBs) will be able to
share their perspective with regards to our Mosaic agenda.
In the 3-day camp, all the JB will be able toshare theirdifferent experiences and
perspectives with the other JBsincluding their challenges and difficulties.We will
have the chance to involvetheir life's plan reflecting their experiences from this
project.At the end of the project, all the participants are anticipated to learn and
understand themselves (ಯMyselfರ) more in order to truly appreciate their opportunities
and develop themselves both socially and academically, and possibly return/share
such advantages back to the Thai society, particularly the disadvantaged kids.We
will take this opportunity to inculcate the CISV spiritas well as theCISV educational
concepts and methodologies so that they understand ಯCISVರbetter.We hope to be
able to draw out their commitmentand motivationfrom the process and turn their
opportunity to make the differencein this community andbecome a strongly
committed JB in our CISV Thailand
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Community Project
From the 9th of January through to the 12nd, we initiated our Mosaic program.
January 9th
On the first day, the JBs got together and planned what they were going to do for the
interactive English program. They were assigned to get to know the underprivileged kids at a
personal level. They were divided into small groups so that they can develop their own
curriculums. The task force had done some homework and materials for the group to choose
from.
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January 10th
The group travelled to Nakhon Pathom and initiated the English program.
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January 11th
The third day was used to develop a half-day outreach program where there were a lot of
younger kids (around 100 kids) in their community. The community itself already had a fair,
so we decided to contribute to the fair with our outreach program with lunch included.
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January 12th
The last day of the project was our evaluation day. The JBs reviewed the program; its
problems its good points. There was also talks of how to further develop the theme for future
programs.
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Proud to be Indonesian:
Diversity, Difference, Uniqueness
Are Our Strengths To Build Peace

( 21st September 2014)

Mosaic – Create Project

MOSAIC PROGRAM
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The ideas of doing some sport activities and social care have brought us to meet Special Olympics Indonesia
(SOINA) Organization. SOINA is a member of Special Olympics International. They focus on training and
development of athletes with intelectual disabilities. Eventhough they have limited intelectual ability, but
they have proved that they could have achievements on sports. Stephanie Handojo, is one of SOINA
athletes who won a gold medal at Special Olympics World Games in Athens, Greece and Australia.

After having some discussion with the committee, we then choose the ideas of doing sport activity and
social care. We also related these ideas to “diversity”. As we all know, the CISV educational focus of 2014 is
“diversity”, so we have to put “diversity” as the part of lesson learnt for participants.

The following description is as a reminder what we have done in our Mosaic “Proud to be Indonesian” last
March:
On the Mosaic project, dated 9th March 2014, we have challenged 3 big group participants to create an
idea of a project that reflected the pride of being Indonesian and this would be their initiative involvement
in the community. The implementation of the project would be facilitated and guided by adult CISV
leaders.

Background
The Create stage (last stage) of Mosaic “ Proud to be Indonesian” was scheduled to be held in September
2014. It was so happenned that we were going to celebrate Peace One Day as well in September.
Considering the targeted audience of both projects are the same, we then decided to collaborate the
mosaic and peace one day in one day activity.

MOSAIC X

Program Funding
- PACE : in the amount of USD 2,300
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- Participants fee : Rp 200,000 / each participant.

SOINA has a motto : Let me win, But, if I cannot win, let me be brave in the attempt.”

Partner Organization
Special Olympics Indonesia (SOINA) is a member of Special Olympics International which focuses on
sport activities for children and adults with intellectual disabilities. The purpose of this organization
is to empower those with intellectual disabilities and also to give them opportunities and support to
perform in sports. Indonesia joined Special Olympics International in 1989 and become the 79th
member, and now there are 180 countries that have joined with Special Olmpycs International.
Special Olympics Indonesia has 65,000 athlet throughout Indonesia.

Theme of MOSAIC and POD 2014
Proud to be Indonesian: diversity, difference, uniqueness are our strengths to build peace.

We certainly were very happy with this partnership. This would be an advantage for both parties,
CISV and SOINA. This program was not only to meet our expectations about proud to be
Indonesian, diversity , sport activity and social care, but it would also increase CISV-ers empathy to
those with intellectual disability. For SOINA, this program would be an event where the existence
of their athletes would be acknowledged by the community, also it would be such as a relaxing time
with other teenagers.

MOSAIC X

RUNDOWN
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PROGRAM
The program was held on:
Day/date : Sunday, 21st September 2014
Venue
: Kolese Gonzaga High School, South jakarta
Time
: 08:00 am - 03:00 pm
Participants : 32 athlet of SOINA
64 member of CISV
10 non-member of CISV

MOSAIC X

MOSAIC X
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Thank you to Kolese Gonzaga and Breadlife for your kind support.
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The event of MOSAIC x POD with the theme: “Bangga Menjadi Anak Indonesia:
Keberagaman, Perbedaan dan Keunikan adalah Kekuatan Kita Dalam Membangun Perdamaian“
was successfully held on 21st September 2014.
Thank you to our partner: Special Olympics Indonesia.

MOSAIC X

CISV Baguio Chapter
MOSAIC Project M-2014-067
Project Name – YOUTH –Protectors of the Environment
1. What were the impacts that your project had on its
participants? How did it benefit your chapter?
From Day 1 of the 4 day camp, the participants were oriented
on the theme and the objectives of each day’s activities.
Making the objectives clear to them. Their output like the
art logo camp design, cheers, rap and pledge, showed the
application of the theme and our objectives.
There was no wastage of materials during the camp activities.
Each group made use of the materials given to them
properly and with care - they even have some materials left.
Participants also practiced the 3 R’s (reduce, reuse and
recycle) during the 4 day camp.
We believe that with this group, they will be agents of change
in their own small ways starting in their homes, going out to
their schools and in their villages or barangays which will
help in the reduction of waste in their areas and hopefully
in the city; as they are now the “Protectors of the
Environment.”
These are all beneficial to our chapter since we were able to
have an avenue to share what CISV is all about and to find
ways on how we can all become agents in the preservation
and conservation of our environment.
Here are some of the important learning that the leaders and
participants have written in their feedback:
a. “The most important learning I had from the camp is the
passion of molding the children’s values, positive outlook in
life and independence from home and other people.” –
Mags Balao, AL from Rizal Elem School
b. “The important learning I had as a teacher as well as a
leader is that I should not only be teaching information to
the pupils but I should also include values that they will apply
at home, in school and most especially for the betterment
of our community, our country and for the next generations.”
– Jelyn Mendoza, AL from STEP Learning Academy
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c. “I have learned that I could do more things for my pupils
that I could really make a difference.” – Melanie Quizon, AL
from SPED Center
d. “The important learning I had in camp is protecting, loving
and being aware of our environment.” – Mary Solang, AL
from Magsaysay Elem School
e. “We may have different ages, ideas and personalities but
we can be one and be united when it comes to protecting
our environment for us and for the future generation.” –
Johanna Pamela Torres, AL from STEP Learning Academy
f. “The important learning I had about the camp is being
creative and resourceful – Thamara Placido from
Magsaysay Elem School
g. “I learned a lot of things like recycling things, taking care of
Mother Earth, being resourceful, the cause and effect if you
have done bad in the environment.” – Tiziana Bilog, from
Dona Aurora H. Bueno Elem School
h. “We have to keep our promises. We have to be friendly.
We have to keep the environment safe, clean and green.”
– Maria Cecilia Soriano, from Rizal Elem School
i. “We learned that we need to work together to save the
environment. A single man cannot do it alone. Instead of
sitting and listening to people on how to save the
environment, CISV incorporated fun in all our activities so it
was not boring.” – Juan Miguel Orille from SPED Center
j. “We learned that you should take care of our nature
because without nature, we will not survive.” – Cristina
Buenaobra from SPED Center
k. “I have learned that in our simple ways, we can reuse and
recycle different things for us to make one creative work.” –
Nathalie Aye Vergara from BCNHS
2. What were the most meaningful moments from your
project?
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Having shown the video clip about environmental problems in
the Philippines, the participants expressed their
appreciation of what they have as compared to the
situations of the children in the video clip. Here are some of
their responses:
x We feel lucky for ourselves
x We feel sad because they do not eat nutritious food
x We feel guilty because we are not doing anything to help
or save them
x We feel blessed because we have our basic needs
Here are their responses to the question, think of possible ways
that you can do as children to help solve these problems
like poverty, hunger, floods, illegal logging, improper waste
disposal.
x As children, we can help solve the problem of poverty by
sharing what we have like food.
x We can join outreach programs
x We can involve ourselves in environmental activities
x We should study well so that we will not add to the problem
in the future
x We should observe proper waste management
x We should learn to segregate our trash
x We should practice how to Reduce, Reuse and Recycle our
materials
x We should practice CAYGO – Clean As You Go
x Participate in clean and green activities
x Join in the campaign against illegal logging
x Help promote preservation of our trees
Here is our pledge
We, as the YOUTH Protectors of the Environment pledge;
x To take care of our environment by involving ourselves in
tree planting activities,
x Segregate our garbage at home, in our classroom &
participate in clean and green activities in our barangay
x To conserve our resources and use only what we need
x To be disciplined & be environment friendly by following the
3 R’s (Reduce, Reuse and Recycle)
x To make sure that everything we do is worth doing for the
benefit of others and the next generations.
So help us God.
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